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1. DO IDES HOS TRACES RUBEN (GARCIA) DESCRIBED PARA 2 ------

BELIEVE IMPORTANT WE KNOW MORE ABOUT GARCIA AND WE DID IDENTIFIED

NEXT DIP FRIEND II. IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN MIND THAT MANY MEXICAN

DIPLOMATS WERE SUSPECTIVE OCC FILS FACT MEXICAN AND PROBABLY IDENTIFIED

BY CUBAN IA.

2. HAVE AMIGO-2 KNOWN GARCIA? IF NO CAN AMIGO-3 SUPPLEMENT INFO

PARA 2 --- Mitt MORE DETAIL. HAVE AMIGO-1 HAVE ANY IDEA FROM GARCIA'S

NEXT DIP FRIEND II, THE DIP HAS HELPED AMIGO-3'S WIFE DURING HER TWO

PREVIOUS VISITS TO MEXICAN EMB.

3. NOT DISCLOSING POSSIBILITIES KNIGHT AMIGO-1, BCS PLEASED

SEE WAVE LOCALIZATION TO HIM AND HIS WIFE THAT THEY NOT MEET AMIGO-3

AND AMIGO-2 UNTIL FURTHER WORK PROCEEDS FROM WAVE. HOWEVER, REQUEST

WE HAVE CURRENT ADVERSARIALITY REGARDING AMIGO-1 AND AMIGO-3. AMIGO-3 WHAT THEY

KNOW ABOUT GARCIA AND HIS NEXT DIP FRIEND IF ANYTHING WITHOUT THEIR

CONSENT FURTHER REQUESTS.
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